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Abstract Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) integrated within Electronic Medical Records (EMR) hold the promise of improving healthcare quality. To date the effectiveness of CDSS has been less than expected, especially concerning the ambulatory management of chronic diseases. This is due, in part, to the fact that clinicians do not use CDSS fully. Barriers to clinicians’ use of CDSS have included lack of integration into workflow, software usability issues, and relevance of the content to the patient at hand. At Partners HealthCare, we are developing “Smart Forms” to facilitate documentation-based clinical decision support. Rather than being interruptive in nature, the Smart Form enables writing a multi-problem visit note while capturing coded information and providing sophisticated decision support in the form of tailored recommendations for care. The current version of the Smart Form is designed around two chronic diseases: coronary artery disease and diabetes mellitus. The Smart Form has potential to improve the care of patients with both acute and chronic conditions.

Introduction

In 2003–2004, electronic medical records (EMRs) were used in 18% of ambulatory care visits in the United States,1 and use is increasing each year. Benefits of EMRs include easy retrieval of medical information, organization and improved readability of that information, and electronic prescribing to reduce medication errors.2 Another theoretical benefit of EMRs is their ability to facilitate clinical decision support, defined as software designed to directly aid clinical decision making about individual patients.3 Ideally, capture of coded clinical information can be linked to knowledge of evidence-based medicine to provide tailored recommendations at the point of care. Such integrated clinical decision support should then be able to help close the large and well-documented gap between best evidence and actual practice.4,5

The Benefits and Limits of Current Clinical Decision Support Systems

Many studies have shown beneficial effects of clinical decision support systems (CDSS) on clinical decision-making.6–15 A recent review found that CDSS improved practitioner performance in 40% of diagnostic systems, 76% of reminder systems, 62% of disease management systems, and 66% of prescribing systems.9 However, improvement in patient outcomes has been less than anticipated, especially in the area of chronic diseases. For example, in the review by Garg et al., none of the three studies of diabetes management showed improvement in patient outcomes.16 Rates of recommended screening tests may increase,17–20 but clinical inertia (i.e. recognition of a problem but failure to act) may remain.21 Nationally, use of electronic health records has not been associated with improved ambulatory
care quality. One recent example of an unsuccessful CDSS to improve the care of patients with asthma or angina found three main problem areas: timing of the guideline trigger, ease of use of the system, and helpfulness of the proffered content. Most likely, these same concerns would apply to decision support regarding the management of acute medical conditions.

These problems likely stem from five principal shortcomings of CDSS. First, decision support systems are often standalone applications poorly integrated into the clinician’s workflow. Second, reminders generated by many decision support systems are often interruptive in nature (e.g., pop-ups and alerts). Third, decision support interventions may not be tightly coupled to actions (e.g., the ability to immediately order the medication triggered by the reminder), again decreasing workflow integration. Fourth, the end user may not believe the decision support is relevant to their decision making at hand. Lastly, although EMRs have improved in their ability to capture coded clinical information, there may not always be sufficient coded data to drive decision support.

Physicians are increasingly willing to consider information technology (IT) to support clinical practice but require that it fit into their workflow, be at least time and revenue neutral, be applicable to their patients, and provide intrinsic clinical value. The challenge, then, is to build a decision support system with sophisticated content that blends seamlessly into a clinician’s workflow and is easy to use. Such a system may not only improve patient care in those practices that use the system, but also drive the increased adoption of EMRs as their inherent value to clinicians is demonstrated.

Linking Decision Support to Clinical Documentation

EMRs and decision support systems could provide self-evident value to clinicians by simplifying documentation, a principle goal of most medical records. Capabilities to create notes are a mainstay of modern EMRs, and some systems are sophisticated in their ability to facilitate coded data entry, auto-import patient data, and create notes in the inpatient and outpatient settings. However, documentation is not often integrated with decision support. For example, CDSS rules may not always take advantage of detailed, coded, clinical data, and a recommended action from CDSS that is carried out may still have to be documented separately in a visit note. Documentation-based decision-support tools provide a unique opportunity to improve on the current paradigm of decision support. If designed correctly, such systems could seamlessly integrate into the current workflow of busy clinicians by suggesting actions at a time when a clinician is still in the process of clinical documentation. The Smart Form is designed to fit into a clinician’s workflow before, after, and especially during the clinical visit where CDSS should have the biggest impact on provider behavior.

As the designers and developers of the documentation-based clinical decision support system, known as the Smart Form, we describe in this article the theoretical framework for the Smart Form’s design, usability testing and iterative refinement of the tool, functional characteristics of the product in contrast to other CDSS, and future directions. The architecture and design of the Smart Form is described in an online appendix (available at www.jamia.org).

Smart Form Overview

The Smart Form is an EMR-based, clinical workflow tool designed for organized data review for specific conditions, effective and efficient facilitated data capture, documentation of a clinical visit, and integrated, dynamic, actionable decision support in a single environment. All the tasks typically performed before, during, and after a patient visit are included on one screen to improve efficiency and the user’s ability to synthesize data and make clinical decisions.

To address the barriers to the effective use of CDSS, the goals of the Smart Form were several:

1. Create a documentation tool with a judicious mix of free form, structured, and coded data entry modalities to facilitate data entry with minimum burden.
2. Provide decision support that is sophisticated, dynamic, context-driven, actionable, and integrated into the process of documenting a visit note.
3. Enhance workflow by facilitating common actions and reducing the redundancy of data entry.
4. Create one Smart Form per patient, providing decision and workflow support for any number of acute and chronic conditions that the patient may have.

The purpose of the Smart Form was to increase the documentation of coded information necessary for CDSS, increase the proportion of deficiencies in disease management that are addressed at a primary care visit in which the Smart Form is used, and increase compliance with known evidence-based care management goals. Ideally, the Smart Form would replace the users’ usual note-writing tools, including the standard free text or template-based note-writing function within the EMR for all patients with the conditions supported by it.

We built the Smart Form around one acute condition—acute respiratory infections (ARIs), and two chronic conditions—coronary artery disease (CAD) and diabetes mellitus (DM). In the process of development, the ARI Smart Form was developed first, and we have previously reported our experience with usability and pilot testing for the ARI Smart Form. The CAD/DM Smart Form was developed taking into account lessons learned from developing and testing the ARI Smart Form and implemented taking advantage of new informatics infrastructure at Partners HealthCare. Below, we discuss the conceptual design for the CAD/DM Smart Form as it is in use today.

Requirements Assessment and Design Process

The design of the Smart Form took place in several stages. First, we conducted focus groups involving approximately 25 PCPs in groups of 6–8 to better understand how clinicians currently use the EMR, the variety of workflows employed, methods for acute and chronic disease management, clinicians’ attitudes towards decision support, and clinicians’ wants and needs regarding Smart Form design. An MD content expert and PhD focus group expert together conducted these sessions, reviewed recordings of the proceedings, and summarized themes.

Based on the findings from focus groups, we developed paper-based and eventually computer-based prototypes of
the Smart Form. The prototypes were targeted primarily to project team members (including PCPs, clinical content experts, software usability experts, computer analysts, and clinician investigators) as tools to vet various design decisions and formed the basis for an iterative process of refining and testing ideas.38 The prototypes were also used as proof-of-concept demonstrations to project stakeholders, health system leaders, and potential users, which allowed us to cultivate clinical champions in various clinics throughout our integrated delivery network.

Once the prototype was fully integrated into the Partners EMR and sufficiently mature, we conducted a pilot study with 31 clinicians drawn from throughout the Partners Healthcare System. We obtained feedback on the usability of the Smart Form in the field in several complementary ways: a feedback button on the Smart Form to allow for real-time, context-specific comments; surveys of users before and after the pilot; and interviews conducted by an outside consulting firm. In this way, we discovered and addressed many usability issues, including errors in decision support logic, desired features, appearance of the final visit note, and workflow enhancements. Feedback on usability also helped us customize our training for the widespread implementation required for the subsequent randomized controlled trial.

Detailed Description of Features and Functions

The Smart Form is primarily a documentation tool, and as such, has many features in common with other latest-generation EMRs, including the ability to add, edit, and delete coded and/or structured clinical information, such as medical problems, medications, allergies, vital signs, laboratory values, and health maintenance information, and to easily import that information into a visit note. Like some systems that use disease-specific templates,39 the Smart Form organizes clinical data in a disease-focused manner to facilitate decision-making, and also highlights and “requests” coded information related to that disease, such as blood pressure, height, weight, and smoking status.

The Smart Form is also a clinical decision support system, and as such generates output that integrates patient demographic and clinical data with rule-based logic based on the latest guidelines for the management of CAD and DM. The output consists of assessments of the current state of clinical care (e.g., LDL cholesterol above goal of 100 mg/dL), requests for missing or out of date information (e.g., weight more than 1 year old), and suggested orders for medication additions or changes, laboratory studies, appointments and referrals, and printing of patient educational materials. If a suggested order is selected by the user, the action is carried out (i.e., it is linked to provider order entry, such as prescription writing) and the EMR is updated (i.e., the medication list reflects the change). In addition, the selected action can be easily added to the note with a few keystrokes or mouseclicks (explained in more detail below).

The Smart Form differs from most CDSS in the following ways:

1. Decision support is not interruptive in nature but rather is in the form of suggested orders and presented at a place and time in a user’s work-flow, i.e., while they are gathering information and writing their note, which may make the decision support more acceptable.
2. The documentation function allows the user to document a typical outpatient visit note in a patient with multiple medical problems, some of which may be supported by decision support and some may not be. This obviates the need for a separate CDSS application.
3. The Smart Form is designed to provide decision support for multiple problems simultaneously and to allow for future expansion to additional acute and chronic conditions.

Use of the Smart Form in a Typical Workflow

A typical use case will illustrate how the Smart Form works and its potential advantages to the user. Figure 1 shows the Smart Form. We purposely chose high information density when designing the application in order to minimize “screen flips” and present enough clinical information at once to allow for sophisticated decision-making by the user. The disadvantages of this approach are a “busy”-looking screen and the occasional need for scrolling (for example, if the patient has a lengthy medical problem list). Figure 2a shows the conventional summary page in the Partners EMR (known as the Longitudinal Medical Record, or LMR), including non-actionable decision support reminders, and Figure 2b a conventional note-writing screen in the LMR.

Before the Visit

The Smart Form is invoked by clicking on the Smart Form icon present next to any qualifying medical problem on the Problem List, from the main patient chart menu, or from the notes page. Prior to a visit, a user might review recent labs, studies, and previous notes by the user or other providers. This can easily be done via the Smart View, the left-most column in the Smart Form, which contains most patient data, problems, allergies, medications, vital signs, laboratory test results, and notes. Laboratory data, vital signs, and medications are presented in tabular format by default but can also be viewed graphically. For example, the user could display a graph of the patient’s LDL values against the timing and doses of all lipid-lowering medications prescribed.

A new note can also be started in advance by clicking on the “new note” icons above the central note-writing section. Users can choose from any of the following: 1) a blank note, 2) pulling forward a previous note for updating, 3) starting with an “unstructured” note template (i.e., one block of text with auto-imported text specified by the user), or 4) starting with a structured note template (i.e., separate blocks of text for different data elements such as Medications and History of Present Illness). In this example, the user starts with a structured note, which automatically imports the current problem, medication, and allergy lists and health maintenance information (Figure 1). He then “pulls forward” the “History of Present Illness” and “Assessment and Plan” sections from his last note and saves the preliminary note for later.

During the Visit

When the visit begins, the user reloads the saved Smart Form and begins by verifying the accuracy of the medication list from the Smart View. A medication on the list can be edited or deleted by clicking on its name, which pops up
that medication’s “prescription pad.” A new medication can be added by clicking on the “plus” icon under Medications. Similarly, the user adds an additional blood pressure reading to the Vital Signs section and updates the smoking status under Health Maintenance.

The user then starts interviewing the patient while typing into the History of Present Illness section of the structured template in the note writing section. Because the patient has diabetes, the user clicks on the Diabetes button in the note writing section. This invokes a “mini-template” for diabetes (Figure 3), a pop-up window that allows users to record a specific set of observations by clicking checkboxes or radio buttons or choosing predefined statements from drop-down menus. In this case, the mini-template allows documentation of diabetes complications, symptoms of hypoglycemia, typical blood sugars at different times of the day, and compliance with diet and exercise recommendations. Once completed, a textual representation of the results is automatically inserted into the note. Other mini-templates are available for CAD, physical examination (PE), and review of systems (ROS).

The CAD and diabetes mini-templates are only available if a qualifying problem is on the problem list. Where possible, a user may indicate a number of observations as normal with one click, and then select the ones that were found to be abnormal and which ones were not assessed. Free text comments can also be added to any data element.

For the physical examination, the user has several options: using the PE mini-template (which because the patient has diabetes automatically includes a foot exam section), pulling forward the PE section from a previously written structured note, or importing a “canned paragraph” from a drop-down list of customized paragraphs or by typing a period followed by the first few letters of the name of the paragraph (i.e., using “dot-macro” technology).

The user might then use the Smart Form as he would any other EMR documentation tool: documenting information about the patient’s other medical problems, renewing medication prescriptions, ordering laboratory tests unrelated to CAD and diabetes, etc.

Throughout the documentation exercise, clinical decision support related to diabetes and CAD is apparent to the user. The Smart View by default is organized around either or both problems, depending on which are present on the problem list (in this case, the patient has both). For example, medications are sorted by antiplatelets, beta-blockers, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE I)/angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB), other antihypertensive medications, HMG CoA reductase inhibitors (statins), other lipid agents, hypoglycemic agents, and other medications. Some of these classes are reserved for CAD patients (e.g., antiplatelets), others for diabetics (e.g., hypoglycemic agents), and others for both (ACE I/ARB). Decision support rules specify which classes will be shown and could theoretically accommodate any number of problems alone or in combination. Filtering by CAD and/or Diabetes can be turned on and off by the user by checking and unchecking boxes at the top of the Smart View.

If a patient is not on one of the recommended classes of medications, the Smart Form presents a link to document contraindications. This allows for coded entry of preexisting conditions (filed in the LMR as problems) or reactions (filed
Figure 2. a. Longitudinal Medical Record (LMR) conventional summary screen. b. LMR conventional note writing screen, demonstrating a structured template.
as allergies), which would shut off decision support to order these medications. In this case, the user files a preexisting condition of peptic ulcer disease to explain why the patient is not on an antiplatelet medication.

Because the user has made several changes to the patient’s clinical information (e.g., updated the medication list and smoking status, added a new blood pressure reading, documented a contraindication to antiplatelet medications), the user now dynamically regenerates the CDSS logic by clicking on a “regenerate” icon (the approximately 600 rules, codified using ILOG rules engine software (Sunnyvale, CA) and incorporating patient data from the EMR and other enterprise data repositories, are updated in about 1 second).

The user now views the Orders/Assessment and Plan section in the right column of the Smart Form. This section begins with an assessment of how the patient is doing in each domain of CAD and/or diabetes management: glycemia control, lipid management, and blood pressure management; antiplatelet, beta-blocker, and ACE I/ARB medication use; weight/body mass index and smoking status; urine protein, eye exam, and foot exam status; immunizations, and follow-up appointments.

As with the Smart View, some domains are specific to CAD (e.g., antiplatelet use), some are specific to diabetes (e.g., annual screening for proteinuria), and some are included in both conditions (e.g., lipid management). The treatment goals are calculated based on the number and types of medical conditions the patient has. For example, a patient with CAD but without diabetes and with cardiac risk factors under good control has an LDL goal of 100 mg/dL, while a patient with both CAD and diabetes has an LDL goal of 70 mg/dL. In this way, the Smart Form logic accommodates patients with one or both conditions, with or without other comorbidities, and can be expanded over time to support other medical conditions.

In this case, the patient’s LDL goal is 70 mg/dL and the patient’s LDL is above that goal (last LDL within the past 12 months is 110 mg/dL). Because the patient is not in compliance with the guideline, the assessment is in red text. The text of the assessment serves as link to the suggested actions below. Because the patient is already on a statin, the user sees the option to increase its dose: clicking on the option opens the prescription pad for the statin where its dose can be increased. The user can also click on a “help me choose” option, which takes the user to “passive decision support,” in this case a table that displays the dose and type of each statin predicted to achieve the desired LDL reduction. We chose such “passive” decision support rather than making a recommendation for a specific dose and type of statin for two reasons: 1) an acknowledgement that there are limits to how much CDSS can “know” about a patient compared with the patient’s PCP, and 2) a desire not to alienate users by making recommendations that limit therapeutic choices unnecessarily. In this case, the user increases the dose of the statin on the prescription pad; the medication list in the EMR is automatically updated.

In addition to increasing the dose of statin, other possible actions are displayed, including starting a fibrate medication, ordering a lipid panel now or in the future (the number of weeks is specified by the user), printing patient instructions for a low cholesterol diet, and making a referral to a lipid specialist. When the option to order a fibrate is selected,
the user sees a list of possible medications in that class, sorted by their out-of-pocket expense based on the patient’s insurance coverage. Selecting a particular medication then opens up a prescription pad for that medication. Ordering labs and referrals and printing patient instructions only require checking a box next to each action.

In a similar manner, the user then orders other medication changes, laboratory tests, patient educational materials, and referrals related to the other domains of care. Finally, the user schedules a follow-up appointment with himself and with his nurse, selecting the time frame for each appointment.

Once all desired actions have been selected, the user hits the “Execute” button. This sends all laboratory orders, referrals, and patient instructions to the printer. It also “tees up” all orders for easy entry into the visit note (see below). Before the patient leaves, the user prints the “Patient View,” (see Figure 4) a patient-friendly version of the assessment and a listing of those actions chosen by the Smart Form user. A time plot of values is presented for glycemic control (HbA1c), blood pressure, lipid management (LDL), and weight (body mass index). Also included in this view is a listing of patient’s allergies and their medication list with all Latin abbreviations translated into English. The user reviews the findings with the patient and hands it to him.

Finally, the user signs the note, which prints the new prescriptions and educational material, while the office staff receives the laboratory and referral orders. As the patient leaves the office, the user quickly documents abnormal physical examination findings by clicking on the PE mini-template. The user saves a preliminary version of the note by hitting the save icon.

**After the Visit**

The job of completing the visit note often occurs after the patient has left, for example at the end of the day. In this case, the user re-loads his preliminary note, puts his cursor in the Assessment and Plan section, and types a macro, “.plan.” This imports documentation of all executed actions from the Smart Form into the note. He also imports orders placed through the LMR outpatient order entry system (known as End of Visit) outside of the Smart Form context by clicking on the import icon next to the End of Visit heading. He then places his cursor in the Chief Complaint section and types “.intro.” This imports a previously created “canned paragraph” that automatically incorporates the patient’s current age and sex as well as the problem list in sentence format (e.g., “This 47 year-old male with a history of diabetes, angina, asthma, and congestive heart failure presents for a full examination.”) He also imports the last set of laboratory test results by placing the cursor in the Test Results section of his note and clicking on the import icon next to the date of the lab work. He makes final edits of the rest of the note, saves it as final, and signs the note.
Discussion

The Smart Form is designed to integrate decision support into the normal tasks of seeing a patient and documenting a note. As such, we needed to completely redesign the current documentation experience. We learned several lessons during the design process. First, to provide clinicians with an incentive to use the Smart Form, it must be at least as good or better than current documentation tools while providing additional value: either time-saving features or tools that improve patient care while remaining time neutral. We attempted to do both. Second, improved usability was the result of many small changes made through iterative testing and refinement. We acknowledge that the Smart Form, due to its sophistication and power, is complicated to use at first and requires training and practice. However, because its value is soon self-evident, many users have found the up-front time invested to be worth the effort.

Comparison with Other Clinical Decision Support Systems

Table 1 provides a list of several features of the Smart Form and how it compares to other CDSS systems. The vast majority of CDSS in the ambulatory care setting provide alerts, reminders, and/or suggested actions either on paper, in a stand-alone computer application, or within an EMR, often on a “summary page.” In most systems, the output is not linked to electronic order entry or to electronic documentation. A few systems are documentation-based and help create visit notes but do not link directly to CPOE, and a few others provide links to CPOE but not to electronic documentation. The same is true of most inpatient and emergency department systems, although many of the inpatient systems link to order entry but not to electronic documentation. The EDECS system at UCLA is a documentation-based system that requires entry of coded data, creates documentation at the end of the encounter, and presents recommended actions that integrate with order entry. However, this system addresses one problem at a time in a setting (emergency department) where such a focus is appropriate. Our goal was to provide decision support as suggested actions in the note-writing section of an EMR and integrate that function with full-featured documentation support of an outpatient with multiple medical problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Examples of Systems*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Updates EMR coded data with actions taken</td>
<td>Smart Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presents decision support in the context of a note-writing screen (as opposed to an order entry or summary screen)</td>
<td>Schriger 1997, Schriger 2000, Mikulich 2001, Smart Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides decision support for more than one problem at a time</td>
<td>Ornstein 1995, Garr 1993, Smart Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides patient view of adherence with treatment goals</td>
<td>Smart Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides graphical views of patient data</td>
<td>Meigs 2003, Smart Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides problem-oriented data review</td>
<td>Lobach 1997, Meigs 2003, Smart Form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Absence of a reference from a specific feature does not necessarily imply that the referenced CDSS is missing that feature, only that the feature’s presence could not be confirmed by a review of the manuscript.

EMR = Electronic medical record; CPOE = computerized provider order entry.
Evaluation
We are currently conducting a randomized controlled trial to determine the effect of the CAD/DM Smart Form on care processes, patient outcomes, and user satisfaction. Within 10 primary care practices at Partners, physicians have been randomized to receive the Smart Form or usual care (i.e., the native EMR alone); subjects are all patients of these clinicians with CAD or DM. Outcomes will reflect each of the treatment domains, e.g., for lipid management, whether more patients have an LDL cholesterol level <100 mg/dL at the end of the study period in the intervention group compared with the control group, adjusted for baseline performance, potential confounders, and clustering by physician.

Limitations
While the CAD DM Smart Form has many of the features originally designed for it, and has been greatly improved through the process of iterative testing and refinement, there are still limitations to the application, including the following:

1. Lack of full integration of both acute and chronic problems. As mentioned above, the goal is a “multi-problem Smart Form” tailored for each patient’s unique combination of acute and chronic problems. One way to design this would be to allow for coded problem-based data entry into the History of Present Illness section that could trigger mini-templates for acute problems such as ARI.
2. Additional documentation features: there are currently a few areas where documentation within Smart Forms does not work as well as existing EMR documentation tools, e.g., problem-based editing within structured templates. Inclusion of these features will require additional development.
3. Lack of integration of reminders related to prevention: currently, reminders regarding prevention are presented on the patient summary page within the EMR. Ideally, these would be integrated into the Orders, Assessment and Plan section and would be actionable just like decision support for acute and chronic conditions.

Future Developments
In future versions of the Smart Form we hope to include the following:

1. Additional decision support for other acute and chronic conditions and health maintenance items. Likely near-term candidate conditions include urinary tract infections, low back pain, breast masses, congestive heart failure, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
2. As the number of acute and chronic problems increases and health maintenance decision support is incorporated into the Smart Form, there will be a growing need to prioritize and limit the number of suggested actions in the Orders, Assessment, and Plan section in order not to overwhelm the user. The issue of knowledge creation, maintenance, and expansion is beyond the scope of this article and will be discussed in a separate manuscript.
3. Customization by the user of formatting (e.g., how to import lab values, appearance of each mini-template, etc.) and graphing functions (e.g., automatic stacking of blood pressure values with all anti-hypertensive medications).
4. Increased decision support for data obtained outside the Partners Healthcare System (e.g., outside laboratory test values).
5. Ability to turn decision support off for individual items and to explain why, other than for standard contraindications (e.g., patient refusal).
6. An option for problem-focused documentation (e.g., HPI, assessment, and plan grouped together for each problem).
7. Better integration of Smart Forms with billing functions (e.g., provide the diagnosis code for problems entered into the HPI section; provide an Evaluation & Management coding tool based on the content of a structured note).
8. Integration of the Smart Form with quality reporting tools, so that coded information from the Smart Form (e.g., vital signs, diabetic retinopathy screening, medication contraindications) can lead to better reporting of data and support pay-for-performance initiatives.
9. Integration with the Partners shared online patient portal, so patients can enter data in a template (e.g., family history, review of systems, medication usage, and condition-specific questionnaires) from home, workplace, or in the waiting room that could then be confirmed and quickly imported into the note by the treating clinician.
10. The medicolegal implications of the Smart Form, as with all CDSS, needs to be further explored (e.g., increased liability if decision support recommendations are not followed).

Conclusions
The Smart Form represents documentation-based clinical decision support that goes beyond standard interruptive methods by dynamically rendering an integrated data review, clinical documentation, and decision support environment for the end-user. Critical to the success of this application’s development (and critical lessons for EMR developers and vendors) were strong participatory design principles, iterative development, and an understanding of clinician workflow and psychology. By integrating decision support into a clinician’s workflow, the Smart Form has the potential to facilitate documentation of coded, actionable data, improve the quality of decision-making, and improve the management of patients with acute and chronic medical conditions. We hope Smart Forms will help to close the gap between best evidence and current medical practice.
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